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Recently a viscoelastic turbulence closure model, based on that of Townsend (1976),
for wind-wave interactions by turbulent wind has been proposed by Sajjadi (2001). In
that work, the governing equations of mean and turbulence were linearized and solved
analytically using an asymptotic method.
In this work the equations derived by Sajjadi were solved numerically for the cases
of strong turbulence due to wind over surface of a monochromatic water wave. Vortex
shedding has been observed at high wind velocities. Also, a layer of vortices separating
the main flow of wind from the water surface was observed from the results for high
velocities of wind.
A finite difference scheme was devised which is second order accurate. The results
were compared with another scheme based on the method of superposition coupled with
orthonormalization by Scott and Watts (1977). The two schemes agree reasonably well for
high velocities while they differ for low velocities. Two test cases were implemented to
test the finite difference scheme. The tests show that the finite difference scheme predicts
accurate solutions for inhomogeneous equations, while it fails to capture the accurate so-
lution if a non trivial solution exists for homogeneous equations. This is attributed as the
reason for the difference in the results.
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In this work the effect of turbulent flow of air over a simple harmonic surface water
wave has been considered. Studying such flows is important to understand natural phe-
nomena like wind blowing over sea and the generation of such waves due to the wind. It
is also important to understand wind-wave interactions to study natural phenomena like
hurricanes and also the interactions of waves with offshore structures. The basic theory
here has been presented and solved asymptotically by Sajjadi (2001) using a visco-elastic
turbulence model. His basic theory is briefly described in the problem formulation section.
The motivation of the present study is first to develop numerical schemes which can be
adopted to solve the model developed by Sajjadi (2001), and second to numerically study
effect of strong turbulence due to wind over surface of water waves. We will demon-
strate that when turbulence is strong enough, energy is exchanged via the interaction be-
tween wind-induced and wave-induced Reynolds stresses. Thereby at the threshold limit,
approximately $ = 50 m/s, where $ is the wind friction velocity, the wave-induced
Reynolds stresses become much stronger than the wind-induced stresses (as the produc-
tion of turbulence by mean shear becomes weaker compared to that of the production of
turbulence by wave-induced motion). Thus a strong secondary vorticity is generated by the
1
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wave-induced motion which travel up-wards along the troughs of the wave and then shed
from the surface of water waves. This phenomena can provide a possible explanation of
why in strong hurricane, ocean waves can behave like a standing wave (Longuet-Higgins
2001, Sajjadi 2002). Essentially these vortical structures are strong enough to disable the
waves from progressing along the surface of the ocean until the vorticity is shed from the
troughs.
Wind blowing over the water waves cause shearing motion which will lead to the
growth of surface waves. Several theories have been proposed since the middle of twen-
tieth century to explain the phenomenon of generation of waves on water surface. An
early review of these theories was presented in mid-fifties by Ursel (1956). Some theories
explained the growth of surface waves essentially due to boundary layer instability prob-
lem. It was however the work of Phillips (1957) that considered interactions of turbulence
with surface waves to provide possible explanations of the generation of these waves. He
showed that waves are generated due to the interactions between pressure fluctuation in the
wind and water surface. Phillips also explains conditions under which other older theories
like sheltering hypothesis of Jeffreys (1924) might be applicable.
The problem was also studied by Miles (1957), however from hydrodynamic stability
point of view. He found an exponential relation for energy transfer from wind to a single
monochromatic wave. Miles assumed an air flow with a logarithmic profile, being typical
for fully developed turbulent wind, blowing over the surface of the water, but he neglected
any turbulent fluctuations explicitly in his model. His theory resulted in an energy transfer
3
which is proportional to the velocity profile curvature ())* *,+.-0/ at the elevation where 12 i.e. where the airflow component in the direction of propagation equals the wave velocity,
namely the critical point. It is the works of Phillips and Miles that formed the basis for
much of research in wind-wave interactions until now. Later on Lighthill (1962) provided
a physical explanation for Miles mathematical theory. He argued that the air pressure is
least over the crests and greatest over the troughs, hence just above the ‘critical height’
described in Miles theory, air after slowly over taking the crest is turned back towards a
crest. Similarly, behind crests, an upward movement at the critical height occurs. Now,
since in turbulent boundary layers vorticity decreases with height, any downflow produces
a local vorticity defect, and upflow a local vorticity excess, and hence the vortex force
varies about a negative mean at the critical height. Benjamin (1959) also studied the
problem with improvements to Miles theory by introducing the orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates. In his theory he solved the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for a pseudo-laminar
flow, but essentially found results which were comparable to that of Miles.
Townsend (1972) applied the developments in the field of turbulence to Miles’ prob-
lem. He modeled the problem by linearized equations for the mean flow and for the turbu-
lent stresses over sinusoidal waves with assumptions similar to those used by Bradshaw,
Ferris and Atwell (1967) to compute boundary layer turbulent flow over a monochromatic
surface wave numerically.
Sajjadi (2001) has also modeled the turbulent flow over surface waves, but considering
several harmonics of waves. He started with the - -averaged Reynolds-averaged Navier-
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Stokes equations and introduced a visco-elastic turbulence closure, based on Townsend’s
(1976) work. He constructed an asymptotic solution for energy transfer from turbulent
wind to each harmonic of the wave.
In this work the background of Sajjadi’s model is outlined and the resulting equa-
tions derived by him are solved numerically, however, we confine our calculations to a
monochromatic wave. The resulting equation is that of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation ex-
cept due to presence of turbulence, the Orr-Sommerfeld equation is no longer homoge-
neous.
The equation to be solved is a fourth order ordinary differential equation which rep-
resents the amplitude of the stream-function represented as a complex variable which is
inhomogeneous in the real part and homogeneous in the complex part.
A finite difference scheme was devised to solve the equation. Care has been taken to
eliminate all derivatives up to fourth order in the truncation error. The method is second
order accurate for the third and fourth order derivatives, and it is fourth order accurate
for the second derivative term. The boundary conditions have an accuracy of first order
which makes the over all scheme at least second order. Complex arithmetic in Fortran has
been taken advantage of in order to solve the equation as a single complex boundary value
problem.
The results are compared with another scheme by Scott and Watts (1977), which uses
the method of superposition coupled with orthonormalization. This converts the problem
from a boundary value problem to essentially an initial value problem by the method of
5
superposition. The superposition method requires solving a matrix, and this sometimes
poses problems, to circumvent this difficulty orthonormalization is used. For solving the
initial value problem Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method is adopted.
Solutions from the two schemes agree well for the real part of the complex amplitude
of the stream function, however they do not agree on the imaginary part, for low values of such as 10 m/s. Two test cases were implemented to test the finite difference scheme.
The tests show that the scheme predicts accurate values with inhomogeneous Dirchlet
boundary conditions. However, because the equations have a non-trivial null space, where
a null space is a set of solutions for the homogeneous equation, the predicted results may
differ by a function within the null space. This has been attributed as the reason for the
mismatch between the two schemes in the imaginary part of the complex stream function.
The velocity field and vorticity field are evaluated from the stream function and vi-
sualized using OpenDx visualization package. The results show the expected circulation
patterns of the order of the wavelength. It is also observed that the air turns around before





The instantaneous velocity field is decomposed into mean (average velocity) and fluctuat-
ing components as
3547698:;354 <=<> 8  3@?BA CD( ?BEF8G'3547H6 +.IJK-CL
KMN/ 8 +.OPRQ
<ST/ (2.1)
Assuming the mean flow to be two-dimensional then by continuity equation
U 6V476 ' + U 6W: UX#U I 6 / (2.2)
the mean flow can be expressed in terms of
?
. In equation (2.1)
4 H6
is randomly fluctuating
velocity associated with atmospheric turbulence.
Substituting equation (2.1) in the Navier-Stokes equations, taking the time average
of the resulting equation and neglecting the molecular viscosity we obtain the Reynolds
averaged Euler equations (Sajjadi 1998)





implies a - average, Z 4 H6 \c:  , ] is pressure, _  _ed is the density, and ( Z 4 H6 4 H` \
is the Reynolds-stress tensor.
In componental form equation (2.3) may be expressed as
Y[Z 4\ %(gf E (ih EGjFA (2.4)Y[Z > \ %(kf AGljmE (2.5)
where f :on ] _ G > H@pq rh :ts47H@p (> H5pmu  jv: ( Z 47H > Hw\ (2.6)
and (kf is the total normal stress and j is the turbulent shear stress.
By scaling arguments and following Townsend’s (1972) conclusion that ‘the calculated
solutions are not significantly different if stresses other than
j
are ignored’, we neglect h E
and
jxE
, thus the equations (2.4) and (2.5) reduce to
Y[Z 4\ (gf EGljxA (2.7)Y[Z > \ %(gf A (2.8)
2.2 Wave-following coordinates
We now introduce the non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates y and  , the wave-following
function z , and the perturbation stream function  G|{ z through the transformation
I}~y0L| G zJ+.yD<D/m (2.9)
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and ? 1 { +VMN/NM G~{ +D/KzJ+.yD<0/ G +Vy0<D/m { +D/ : +.0/( 2  (2.10)
where
{
is the mean velocity of the basic flow in the reference frame of the wave. The
linear approximations to the gradient operator, the operator
Y
equation (2.3), the mean
velocity, and the wave-induced perturbation  of the mean vorticity (relative to its value H at the elevation L( , where  is the mean vertical displacement of a particle) are then
given byU E  UT (lz <U   U A  U  (iz  U   Y t+ {G  H z G   / U (|+ Y z  G   / U  (2.11)Z 4\  { +D/ G  H +D/Kz G   (2.12)Z > \ (  (2.13)
and  : Z 4=A (> E\ ( H +L(l/  G  N G  H H +D/N (2.14)
The elimination of f from equations (2.4) and (2.5) yields (without approximation)Y  jxA,A (2.15)
The linear approximation
{   (k  to the kinematic equation Y  Z > \ yields
%(k X { (2.16)
This approximation fails near
{ ! , i.e. near ! 2 (unless W ), but equation (2.10)
provides description of the closed streamlines and determining  in the neighborhood.
Note that the subscript 2 indicates evaluation at the critical layer |e where ' 2 .
9
The choice of z remains open, subject to the wave-following condition z!z  on and the requirement that the influence of the wave, and hence z , must vanish as  . These conditions are satisfied by
z!z  +.yT/Dm
 J+,(  D/ (2.17)
which yields non-orthogonal coordinates (derived from a potential flow over L1z  ). The
condition z!z  at v1 compensates for the large velocity gradient (  H7¡ ¢ X L  ) near
the interface but not for the large vorticity gradient (  H H ¡ (£¢ X L"¤ ), for which purpose it
proves expedient to invoke the additional boundary condition z    z  (whereas equation
(2.17) implies z  (  z  ). Summing up, we requirez!z  z    z  +.'T/Rlz ¡ +  ¥/ (2.18)
the satisfaction of which ultimately leads to a generalization of equation (2.17) that incor-
porates separate outer and inner scales. A natural choice that satisfies equation (2.18) isz}! , which maps the streamlines of the mean flow on the lines of constant  . However,
this implicitly assumes that all streamlines originate in the basic flow, thereby excluding
closed streamlines, and renders the governing equations singular at the critical layer.
2.3 Monochromatic motion
It follows from the assumption of monochromatic mean motion and linearity that the wave-
induced perturbations with respect to the basic flow
{ +.0/ admit the representation3 zWC7RJNCf¦ j ( j  8 '§ 3©¨ Rªg   C«<¬N­ 89® 6w¯  (2.19)
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where H ... are complex amplitudes and § denotes the real parts. Combining equations
(2.4), (2.5), (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), and (2.19) we obtain the linear approximations
¬ H   ( {   H#G +O  /C° ¢ ­ H (2.20)
¬ H (  ¤ {   (2.21)
and { « { +   H H (  ¤   /(i H H   ±+.O  /<° ¢ ­ H H ~+²/ HD:  X T (2.22)
Continuity of the interfacial velocity (we neglect the wind-induced drift) and evanescence
of the wave-induced disturbance as
  imply the boundary conditions
  |³ 2    H '³+  2 ( H /´+.'T/ (2.23)  ¡ Dµ­ ¡ ;+  ¥/ (2.24)
2.4 Viscoelastic turbulence closure
Equation (2.22) needs to be closed for ­ , Sajjadi (2001) gives a Viscoelastic turbulence
closure based on the following assumptions: (i) the basic flow in the wave-following co-
ordinates y0K is described by
+D/¶!¢0·¹¸º  G L L  » (2.25)¼  +D/  ¤ H +D/ '½a+ G L  / (2.26)
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where ¶¢}¾ X ½W  is the wind friction velocity (measured at infinity), ½!D¿ÁÀD
von Karman’s constant. In equation (2.26) L  Â ¤¢ XÃ is the surface roughness, Ã is
the acceleration due to the gravity, Â is the Charnock’s constant and ¼  is the basic eddy
viscosity; (ii) the evolution of the shear stress
j
in the perturbed layer is governed by
(Townsend (1976), Sajjadi (2001))Q ³D° ¢¢ Y j ( j Z 4=Am\JGÄ ° ¢Å + j X ³D¢K/Æp ( U AÇ + ] H X_ /È> H"G QÉ ¤ > H¹ÊË: ª (2.27)
where ³D¢ j  X Z É ¤ \ (2.28)
is an empirical constant, for which Townsend chooses D¿^a &(ÌD¿^Í½ ¤  É ¤  4 H6 4 H6 is the
turbulent intensity +³7¢±½0¤ implies Z É ¤ \ Îg¤ X ½0¤ : g¤¢ /R Ä Å is a dissipation length, ] H
and > H are the fluctuations in ] and > , and ª represents the lateral transport of turbulent
budget.
Sajjadi (2001) and Townsend (1972) have modeled ª by the gradient-diffusion formª  ¢¤ ³D° ¢¢ Y + ¼  jxA / A and approximates Y by 0.3. Although this form is questionable,
however, both Townsend’s results and those of Bradshaw et al. (1967) support the neglect
of ª in the present context.
The crucial construct for the implementation of equation (2.27) is that
Ä Å should be
proportional to L(z  near the surface but ‘more nearly proportional to height above the
average position of surface’ for
 L¦'Ï+,a/ and posits
³ Æ p¢ Ä Å 1½ 3 L¦(z  +VI/ ® ° ¯<A 8 (2.29)
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We satisfy Townsend’s premises (quoted above) in the wave-following coordinatesyD through the somewhat simpler choice (cf. Prandtl’s mixing length)
³ Æ p¢ Ä Å '½P+. G L  / (2.30)
Substituting equations (2.28) and (2.30) into equation (2.27), linearizing in
j ( j  and
the perturbation strain rate
Z 4AR\ (1 H +.0/ , dividing the result by ¢¤  H +.0/ , and introducing
the relaxation time ­ :  X ³D¢< H +D/ (2.31)
we obtain the viscoelastic constitutive equation (Sajjadi 2001)
­ Y j¦Gj ( j  'Q ¼  ®  ®: Z 4AC\ (i H +D/¶ N G  H H +.0/Nz (2.32)
which differs essentially from Townsend’s (1972) equation (2.12) only in the neglect of
lateral transport and choice of
Ä Å . The complex amplitude of j ( j  , as defined by equation
(2.19), then is Ð  ¼ ¯ +   H H G  H HVÑ / (2.33)
where ¼ ¯ !Q ¼  +È G O  ­ { /C° ¢ !Qe ¤ 3  H +.0/ G +O  X ³D¢K/ { +.0/ 8 ° ¢ (2.34)
is a complex eddy viscosity. The limit ­ÒÓ yields a mixing-length model with ¼ ¯ 'Q ¼  .
Substituting equation (2.33) into equation (2.22), we obtain the Orr-Sommerfeld-like
equation ­ H H  3 ¼ ¯ +   H H G  H HVÑ / 8 H H 1O  3 +¥( 2 /x+   H H (  ¤   /( H H   8 (2.35)
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subject to the boundary conditions  |³ 2    H '³+  2 ( H /´+.'T/ (2.36)
and    ¼ ¯   H H ¡ ;+  ¦¥/ (2.37)
where the complex eddy viscosity may be written as
¼ ¯ 'Qe ¤ + H G O 0Ô / ° ¢  Ô : +~( 2 / X ³0¢ (2.38)
Upon expanding and regrouping the terms in equation (2.35) we obtain a fourth order
ordinary differential equation in
 
¼ ¯   6ÖÕ G Q ¼ H¯   H H H#G'3 ¼ H H¯ (O  +~( 2 / 8   H H#G O  3  ¤ +¥( 2 / G  H H×8   ( 3 ¼ H H¯  H HØÑ G Q ¼ H¯ + H H HVÑ G  H H.ÑPH / G ¼ ¯ +Ù 6×Õ Ñ G Qe H H HVÑPH G  H HVÑBH H / 8 (2.39)




Given that, in the present problem, the governing equation is fourth order, we should ex-
pect that the fourth and third derivatives will be significant, hence the following derivation
avoids derivatives up to fourth order in the error term. Thus, a five point stencil is the
minimum required for discretization of this equation. Note that, for higher order schemes
a larger stencil would be required. Third and fourth derivatives are second order accurate,
while the second derivative is fourth order accurate, however, the aim here is to eliminate
terms involving third and fourth order derivatives in the error.
We begin by writing Taylor series expansion about a given point of interest, for two
stencils on either side of the point of interest. This yields the required number of equations
to eliminate all the derivatives up to fourth derivative, by simple algebra. Note that the
uniformity of the grid was taken advantage of in obtaining the formulas, hence the same
procedure cannot be applied directly to a non-uniform grid.
We eliminate the odd derivatives to obtain stencils for the even derivatives, and elimi-
nate the even derivatives to obtain stencil for the third (odd) derivative.
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 6ÛÚ ¢$! 6
G z= *6 G z0¤QÜ  * *6 G z0ÝSDÜ  * * *6 G zDÞÀDÜ  6ÖÕ6 G z0ß 
Ü  Õ6 G z0àÍDÜ  Õ,66 (3.1)
 6 ° ¢1 6 (iz= *6 G z ¤Q
Ü  * *6 ( z ÝSDÜ  * * *6 G z ÞÀDÜ  6ÖÕ6 ( z ß Ü  Õ6 G z àÍ
Ü  Õ,66 (3.2)
 6ÛÚ ¤ ! 6
G Qz= *6 G Àez ¤Q
Ü  * *6 Gá z ÝS
Ü  * * *6 G Íz ÞÀDÜ  6ÖÕ6 G STQz ß 
Ü  Õ6 G Í#Àez àÍDÜ  Õ,66 (3.3)
 6 ° ¤ ! 6 (lQz= *6 G Àez ¤Q
Ü  * *6 ( á z ÝSDÜ  * * *6 G ÍTz ÞÀDÜ  6ÖÕ6 ( STQz ß 
Ü  Õ6 G Í#ÀTz àÍ
Ü  Õ,66 (3.4)
Adding equations (3.1) and (3.2) to eliminate odd derivatives results in
 6ÛÚ ¢ G  6 ° ¢!Q 6G z ¤  * *6 G z ÞQ  6×Õ6 G Q z àÍDÜ  Õ,66 (3.5)
Again, adding equations (3.3) and (3.4) gives
 6ÛÚ ¤ G  6 ° ¤ 'Q 6
G Àez ¤  * *6 G ÀezDÞS  6ÖÕ6 G Q z0àÍDÜ  Õ,66 (3.6)
Now we use equations (3.5) and (3.6) to eliminate * * and obtain
 6ÛÚ ¤ (Àe 6ÛÚ ¢ G ÍT 6 (Àe 6 ° ¢ G  6 ° ¤z Þ ! 6ÖÕ6 G Ï+âz ¤ / (3.7)
Similarly using equations (3.5) and (3.6) we eliminate  6ÖÕ to obtain
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(k 6ÛÚ ¤ G ÍT 6ÛÚ ¢B(lS 6G ÍT 6 ° ¢(i 6 ° ¤aQz ¤ ! * *6 G Ïv+z Þ / (3.8)
To obtain the third derivative we eliminate the even derivatives from the Taylor expan-
sion. Subtract equation (3.2) from equation (3.1) to obtain
 6wÚ ¢(i 6 ° ¢$!Qz= *6 G z0ÝS  * * *6 G Q z0ß 
Ü  Õ6 G Q z7ãä Ü  Õ,6Ö66 (3.9)
and subtract equation (3.4) from equation (3.3) to obtain
 6ÛÚ ¤ (i 6 ° ¤ ~Àez= *6 G Q Þ z ÝSDÜ  * * *6 G Q à z ß 
Ü  Õ6 G Q"åmz ãä Ü  Õ,6Ö66 (3.10)
Finally, from equation (3.9) and (3.10) we eliminate æ* to get =* * * 6wÚ ¤ (iQ# 6ÛÚ ¢ G Q# 6 ° ¢B(l 6 ° ¤Qz Ý ' * * *6 G Ï+z ¤ / (3.11)
Now we have stencils with at least second order accuracy for all the three derivatives
(  * * R * * * C 6ÖÕ ) involved. We can set up a system of algebraic equations to be solved by ap-
plying the original equation at a specific number of uniformly spaced points in the domain
and applying the finite difference approximation we derived. However, we need to modify
the finite difference approximation at the boundary points, in particular the last two points
on either boundary. This is discussed in the next section.
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3.2 Boundary conditions
We have four boundary conditions, one Dirichlet and one Neumann on either boundary,
namely
+â/1³ 2 i * +âT/  ³ 2 lB+¥/1
l * * +â¥/1 (3.12)
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If we write the algebraic equations approximating the differential equation, using the
stencils derived in the previous section, we can write our system to be solved as:
çèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
             ê 2 I I I          2 I I I I          I I I I I       
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where ï represents the right hand side of the equations.
The equations range from 1 to ð , that is they represent the finite difference approxima-
tion for the differential equation at the grid points 1,2,3, . . . ð%(ñQ
<ð(ÌCð . Note, ¢RRî
are the boundary points and their values are given by Dirichlet conditions and hence we
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do not need to solve for them, however they do affect the adjacent equations by changing
their right hand side of the equations.
In the above matrix 2 represents a coefficient of known value either B¢ or î and ê
represents a coefficient of value outside the grid which is not being solved for. Both 2 andê affect the solution by changing the right hand side.
There are three alternatives to solve the problem for ê ,
(1) alter the finite difference approximations;
(2) use a polynomial fit, e.g. spline;
(3) extrapolate the unknown.
Extrapolation was chosen, since it is easier to implement than rewriting the equations.
Our objective is to find an approximation for   and î Ú ¢ starting from Taylor expansion,
that will allow us to exploit the Newman boundary conditions and the Dirichlet boundary
conditions available.
To obtain an extrapolation for   we will obtain a finite difference formula of orderÏv+z ß / for =* ¢ which is prescribed in boundary conditions, involving   ÓW¢ ¤  Ý  Þ .
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To solve this system we perform the following row operations where ó 6 stands forO bÛô row, and each operation represents combining two or more equations to obtain a new
equation in place of an existing equation.
We perform the following operations ó¢ ¡ ó¢(ló ¤ó ¤ ¡ ó ¤ G ó¢
21ó Þ ¡ ó Þ (iQ#ó Ý (ó¢
to obtainçèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
  (l ¤
 ¤ G   (iQW¢
 Ý (l²¢
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Next we perform ó Ý ¡ ó Ý (iQ#ó ¤ (~+È X Àe/Nó Þ G + X Q/Nó¢ to obtainçèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
  (l ¤
 ¤ G   (iQ²¢
(+, X Àe/N Þ G +S X Q/N Ý (~+âõ X Q/K ¤ G + X Q/KW¢ G +S X Àe/N 
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Thus we obtain the following formula for  
(gSTz= * ¢ %(+È X ÀT/K Þ G +âS X Q#/K Ý (~+õ X Q/N ¤ G +â X Q/N²¢ G +âS X ÀT/K  (3.17)
or
  t+, X ST/N Þ (iQ Ý G ÍT ¤ (|+, X ST/N²¢P(Àez= * ¢ (3.18)
This extrapolation is first order accurate for the fourth and third derivatives while it is
3rd order accurate for the second derivative.
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We can rewrite this asçèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
î Ú ¢(lî
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and then perform ó Ý ¡ ó Ý (ó ¤ (|+, X Q/Èó Þ G ÀTó¢ to obtain
çèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
î Ú ¢ G îö(lQî ° ¢
î ° ¢(lî Ú ¢
(+È X Q/Kî ° Ý G Qî ° ¤ G Sî ° ¢B(´Tî G +È X Q/Kî Ú ¢
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Thus we obtain the following formula for Wî Ú ¢
ÍTz ¤  * *î (+, X Q/Nî ° Ý G Qî ° ¤ G STî ° ¢B(¥Tî G +, X Q/Nî Ú ¢ (3.23)
or
î Ú ¢$t+È X a/Nî ° Ý (|+.À X /Kî ° ¤ (|+âÍ X a/Kî ° ¢ G +Q# X a/Kî G +ÈaQ X a/K * *î (3.24)
The above extrapolation has a fifth order truncation error, which when used in the
fourth derivative stencil will be divided by fourth power of z and hence the error in the
stencil will be first order, for fourth and third derivatives.
We substitute the extrapolation formulas into the equations, and then shift all the
known quantities to the right hand side of the equation. Our resulting system of equa-
tions is of the following form:
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çèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèèé
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3.3 Solution of the matrix equation
To solve the system of equations, Gaussian elimination without pivoting has been adopted.
The condition number of the resulting matrix was of the order of  ¢  .
3.4 Method of superposition coupled with orthonormalization
The second numerical scheme adopted uses the method of superposition coupled with
orthonormalization. This scheme exploits the use of Rung-Kutta-Fehlberg integration
scheme (Scott and Watts 1977) through superposition. The scheme is briefly described
here.
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The fourth order equation to be solved can be reduced to a set of four first-order com-
plex ordinary differential equations in which, if we split them into real and imaginary parts
we obtain a set of eight first-order boundary value problem of the form
- H +VI/1÷ø+.I/È-æ+.I/ G Ã +.I/m³vù´Iúù~û (3.25)
ü -æ+â³/'ý (3.26)
þ -W+ûx/~ÿ (3.27)
where - and Ã are vector functions with   components. Here, ÷ is an    matrix, ü is
an + ¦(  /  matrix of rank  (  , þ is a    matrix of rank  , ý is a vector with  ¦( 
components, and ÿ is a vector with  components.
Now the method of superposition coupled with orthonormalization procedure and a
variable-step Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration scheme developed originally by Scott and
Watts (1977) can be used. The methodology is as follows: the solution of equation (3.25)
is expressed as a linear combination of   linearly independent solutions 4 ¢x+VI/m¿¿F¿F 4 +.I/
of the homogeneous equation
4 H +VI/¶|÷v+VI/ 4 +.I/ (3.28)
and a particular solution æ+VI/ of the inhomogeneous equation
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 H +VI/1÷ø+.I/È+VI/ G Ã +.I/ (3.29)
Now, since the boundary conditions are separated we need only examine a subsurface
of dimension

or  (  for the homogeneous solutions. This is possible by suitably
choosing initial values for these solutions at one or the other end point.
Thus, we compute
-W+VI/|+.I/ G 2 ¢ 4 ¢x+VI/ G 2 ¤ 4 ¤ +.I/ G ¿¿¿ G 2 ¯x4¯ +.I/~æ+VI/ G +.I/ 2 (3.30)
where Ó+VI/ is the set of base solutions. The initial conditions for 4æ6 +.I/ and +.I/ are
chosen to satisfy
ü +â³/'D ü æ+³/'ý (3.31)
so that equation (3.30) satisfies equation (3.26). Next to specify the constants 2 ¢R¿¿F¿F 2 ¯ ,
we evaluate equation (3.30) at IË1û and substitute into equation (3.27) to obtain
þ -æ+âûm/ þ +âûm/ 2 G þ +âûm/1ÿ (3.32)
which represents a system of

linear equations for the

unknowns 2  + 2 ¢C¿¿¿x 2 ¯ / 	 .
Hence the solution of the original boundary value problem equations (3.25)-(3.27) is com-
pletely specified. Note however the system equations (3.28), (3.29), and (3.31) can now
be treated as initial value problems.
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Although the method described above is conceptually simple, it has one major draw-
back, namely to obtain accurate solutions, it is essential that +.I/ and the columns of+VI/ to be linearly independent for all I in the range ³ù1IÌù1û . This difficulty has been




Two different test cases were carried out to check the numerical scheme as well as
implementation of the boundary conditions. The objectives in choosing the test cases
were to find an analytic function that mimics the behavior of the actual solution. Case
one deals with a function that is similar in magnitude and shape to the actual solution,
however, it conforms only with the Dirchlet boundary conditions and not the Newman
boundary conditions. Once an analytical function is chosen, we evaluate the right-hand
side analytically and substitute it for the right-hand side in the solver. Thus, the solver
should give back the analytical function if the numerical scheme is implemented correctly.
Case two has the same boundary conditions as the actual problem, but it solves a simpler
equation for which an analytical solution is easily obtained. In this case the coefficients in
the solver are adjusted so that it solves the new simple equation. The results are compared
with the analytical function.
4.1 Case 1
The actual solution obtained has a form that looks like a sinusoidal function modulated
with an exponential function that decreases with increase in L . Since the number of oscil-
30
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lations in the domain vary with the parameter  , and the boundary conditions, for the real




 A  +LT/ (4.1)
At Lö  we set the Dirchlet boundary condition ü ® 
 A  +æL/vD¿^ to obtain the
coefficient
ü |D¿¹ .
Similarly, at L  we set ü ® 
 A  +LT/} to obtain  +  G  X Q/ , where  
determines the number of oscilations in the function, we choose this so as to obtain a
similar number of oscilations as in the real solution. Thus, we set
 ñ   ·9¸W+ÀTT/·9¸²+ÙC/ Ý  (4.2)
where  is arbitrarily choosen to be ·9¸²+, X Q/ .
To evaluate the right-hand side we need  6ÖÕ  =* * * 7* * . Substituting A and  into
equation (4.1) we get

¶'
¿¹ ®!#"%$ ¢'& ¤)( A  3 +*  G  X Q/)²L 8 (4.3)
Differentiating with respect to L we obtain
 * 
  D¿^J·9¸æ+È X Q#/ ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A  3 +  G  X Q#/)JL 8
32( D¿^e+*  G  X Q/ ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A ,+ ¸ 3 +*  G  X Q/)²L 8 (4.4)
or  * 
 ~·9¸²+, X Q/N$(|+*  G  X Q/- (4.5)
where - : D¿^ ® !#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A ,+ ¸ 3 +*  G  X Q/)²L 8 (4.6)
and
- * ~·9¸J+, X Q/.- G +  G  X Q/)P
 (4.7)
The second, thrid and fourth derivatives are, respectively
 * *  3 ·¹¸ ¤ +, X Q/B(|+  G  X Q/ ¤  ¤ 8 
$(iQ$·¹¸²+È X Q/F+  G  X Q/)/- (4.8)
 * * *
  3 ·¹¸ Ý +, X Q/B(lS·¹¸²+È X Q/F+  G  X Q/ ¤  ¤ 8 
 G13 +  G  X Q/ Ý  Ý 8(kS·9¸ ¤ +È X Q/F+  G  X Q/)P/.- (4.9)
 6ÖÕ
  3 ·9¸ Þ +È X Q/(Í·9¸ ¤ +È X Q/F+  G  X Q#/ ¤  ¤ G +*  G  X Q/ Þ  Þ 8 
G3 À·9¸æ+È X Q/F+  G  X Q/ Ý  Ý (À·¹¸ Ý +, X Q/x+*  G  X Q/ 8 - (4.10)
Since for the imaginary part the solution should be zero on both boundaries we choose
=,l1D¿ÁTQ ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A ,+ ¸²+ 0JLT/ (4.11)
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Again, differentiating with respect to L we obtain
 *  |D¿×Q·¹¸²+, X Q/ ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A ,+ ¸²+* 0²LT/ G D¿ÁTQ1 2 ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A  +* 0²LT/ (4.12)
or  *  |·¹¸J+È X Q/K=, G  2/3 (4.13)
where
3Ë1
¿×TQ ®!#"$ ¢'& ¤)( A  + 0JLT/ (4.14)
and
3 * 1·9¸W+È X Q#/.3(4 2P (4.15)
Similarly, the second, third and fourth derivatives are repectively
 * *  3 ·9¸ ¤ +È X Q#/B(5  ¤  ¤ 8 =, G Q1 2·9¸²+, X Q/)3 (4.16)
 * * *  3 ·9¸ Ý +È X Q#/B(lS  ¤  ¤ ·9¸²+, X Q/ 8 = G'3 S 2£·9¸ ¤ +, X Q/(  Ý  Ý 8 3 (4.17)
 6×Õ  3 ·¹¸ Þ +, X Q/B(lÍ·¹¸ ¤ +, X Q/)  ¤  ¤ G   Þ  Þ 8 G3 À¶·¹¸ Ý +, X Q/) 0Ë(À76 $+È X Q#/.  Ý  Ý 8 3 (4.18)
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Given all these formulae, we can evaluate the left-hand side of the equation analytically
to obtain a value for the right-hand side. This right-hand side is then substituted in place
of the right-hand side used in the solver. Also we are not free to choose the Newman
boundary conditions, since we have already specified the solution. These are evaluated
from the analytical function, and used in the solver.
Figures (4.1) and (4.2), show, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of numerical
solution versus analytical solution for value of go . As can be seen from the figures
the analytical and the numerical solutions agree well with each other.
4.2 Case 2
As the second case, we seek the solution of the homogeneous equation
 6ÖÕ (~+âQ  ¤ G Oý$/K * * G  ¤ +  ¤ G OÙý/K}1 (4.19)
subject to the following boundary conditions
'³ 2 l *   ³ 2 +.'T/ (4.20)
 ¡ Dl * * ¡ D~+ ¡ ¥/ (4.21)
in order to study the effect of null space solution.
To obtain the analytical solution we assume
|ÿ ®8  (4.22)
Substituting equation (4.22) for  in equation (4.19) we obtain the following algebraic








































ÿ ®8  3  Þ (~+âQ  ¤ G Oý$/) ¤ G  ¤ +  ¤ G Oý$/ 8 | (4.23)
The four solutions of  are } G  (4.24)Ë%(  (4.25)Ë G:9  ¤ G OÙý (4.26)Ë%( 9  ¤ G OÙý (4.27)
The boundary conditions at |¾ , dictate that  cannot have a positive real part
if the solution is to decay in  . Thus, the only two admissible values for  are (  and( 9  ¤ G OÙý . Thus we have
}|ÿæ¢ ® ° ¯  G ÿ ¤ ® °<; ¯ p ÚD6>= 
 * %(  ÿæ¢ ® ° ¯  ( 9  ¤ G OÙýBÿ ¤ ® °<; ¯ p ÚD6>= 
The arbitrary constants ÿW¢ and ÿ ¤ need to be determined from the other two boundary
conditions.
Applying the boundary conditions at | we have
B+âT/1ÿæ¢ G ÿ ¤  ü (4.28)
and
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 * +â/%(  ÿæ¢( 9  ¤ G OÙýPÿ ¤  þ (4.29)
The solutions of equation (4.28) and (4.29) are
ÿæ¢ ü (|+  ü G þ / X +  ( 9  ¤ G OÙý$/ (4.30)
ÿ ¤ ±+  ü G þ / X +  ( 9  ¤ G OÙý/ (4.31)
Equation (4.19) was solved numerically and results were compared with the analytical
solution. Figure (4.3) shows that the real part agrees with the analytic solution. The
imaginary part in figure(4.4) however does not agree with the analytic solution, but the
trivial solution given by the solver is not incorrect. This discrepancy is due to the existance
of a null space solution. This shows that if there were a null space solution to the equation
being solved, a multiple of the null space solution can contribute to the error in the solution
obtained, which is different from any numerical truncation error.
The grid used consisted of 100 points including the boundary points. This was found








































We first compare the results from the two schemes presented in chapter 3. Then the
visualizations of velocity, vorticity and stream function are presented and discussed. The
amplitude of the complex stream function was evaluated by solving equation (2.39) sub-
ject to the boundary conditions (equations (2.36, 2.37)) as described in chapter 2. The
finite difference scheme presented in chapter 3 was implemented using Fortran. Complex
arithmetic in Fortran was used so that the complex equation can be solved as one equation
instead of a set of coupled equations for the real and imaginary parts. Also a second nu-
merical scheme, based on Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg coupled with superposition method, as
described in section (3.2), is adopted for comparison. The two solutions of complex stream
function thus obtained are compared for three representative values of ¦ 100, 50, 10
m/s. Note that $go m/s is representative of hurricane speeds and can be considered
as an extreme condition. Conversely Ó  m/s represents relatively low velocity but
still a substantial wind.
Figure (5.1) compares
  
 d@? +D/ from the two schemes for  value of 100 m/s, and
figure (5.2) compares
  , d)A +.0/ from the two schemes for the same value of  . As can be
seen from these figures the two schemes agree reasonably well. It can be observed from
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these plots that the boundary conditions are satisfied and are the same for both the solu-
tions. The superposition scheme predicts a slightly higher value than the finite difference
scheme. It can also be observed that the imaginary part is in phase with the real part of the
solutions by comparing figures (5.1) and (5.2).
Figures (5.3) and (5.4) show plots of
 
versus  for real and imaginary parts, respec-
tively, for $ value of 50 m/s. The solutions from the two schemes are in reasonable
agrement for the real part of the complex stream function, however the results deviate
more for the imaginary part. It is important to notice that the two solutions maintain the
same phase. One major difference between the real and imaginary solutions is in boundary
conditions. Since, for the imaginary part, both Dirchlet boundary conditions imposed at
the top and bottom boundary, are zero, any multiple of the solution obtained is a solution
for the equation. Therefore, there would be no way to select a particular solution as the
correct one without any additional information.
Figures (5.5) and (5.6) show plots of
 
versus  for real and imaginary parts, respec-
tively. Here a value of &; m/s was used. The results agree on the real part, however
they are not in agreement for the imaginary part, in fact the results are out of phase. The de-
screpancy in the two solutions is attributed to existence of null space solution and the fact
that the boundary conditions are zero on both boundaries. The second test case presented
in chapter 4 show that when a null space solution exists, the finite difference scheme fails
































































































From the above discussions and figures (5.1) to (5.6) it can be concluded that the two
schemes agree reasonably well for high values of  , but not for relatively low values of .
We next compute the stream function from the amplitude of the complex stream func-
tion, by reversing the representation given in equation (2.3.19) and using (2.2.10),
B+.y0K0/$1§ 3   +D/Dm
 J+.O  yT/ 8 (5.1)
where § repressents the real part, and? +.yD<0/1 3 +VMN/( 2 8 TM G'3 +D/( 2 8 zJ+.yD<0/ G +Vy0<D/ (5.2)
The velocity components can be obtained from the stream function by the following
relations
4 +.yD<0/ U ? X"U  (5.3)
+.yD<0/( U ? X#U y (5.4)
which after substituting equation (5.2) become
4 +Vy0<D/  3 +D/( 2 8Ù3 (  zJ+Vy0<D/ 8TG  * zJ+Vy0<D/G    d.?  +  yT/B(    d)A @+ ¸J+  ye/ (5.5)
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and
+.yD<D/$ 3 Ó+.0/( 2 8 ³  @+ ¸J+  ye/DRD +,(  0/ G    d.?  @+ ¸²+  ye/ G    d)A   +  ye/ (5.6)
The total vorticity for the wave-induced motion is given by
k+Vy0<D/$ U ¤  X#U y ¤ G U ¤  X"U  ¤ G  * * +D/N+.yD<0/ (5.7)
where +.y0K0/B(B+.yD<0/ X 3 Ó+.0/P( 2 8 (5.8)
Combining equations (5.7) and (5.8) and substituing (5.2) results in the following ex-
pression for vorticity
k+.yD<0/    * * d.? +.0/  +  ye/(   * *, d)A +.0/ @+ ¸W+  yT/(  ¤ 3   
 d.? +D/  +  yT/(    d.A +.0/ @+ ¸²+  ye/ 8 ( * * +D/KB+.y0K0/ X 3 +.0/J( 2 8 (5.9)
The above formulae represent velocities and vorticity in a curvilinear coordinate sys-
tem. To obtain the counterpart expressions in the Cartesian coordinate system, we use an
inverse transformation. Note that the I coordinate is the same in both coordinate systems
since we have adopted a non-orthogonl curvilinear coordinate system. Thus, we require to




 J+,(  D/ (5.12)
z  +.ye/|³  +  yT/ (5.13)
This is achived by a routine at the end of the code that applies the transformation and
writes the data to a file.
The data was visualized using OpenDx. In all the figures the red color represents high
velocity and the blue represents low velocity. The vector plots represent velocity vectors,
and their maginitude is proportional to the length.
From the velocity plots it can be observed that, for  values as high as 50-100 m/s,
vortices can be observed near the surface. The size of these vortices are of the same order
as the wavelength.
Figures (5.7) to (5.12) are visualizations of velocity vectors, vorticity, and stream func-
tion, from the finite difference and superposition schemes repsectively, for &± m/s.
Vorticies above the crest can be seen in the velocity vector plots, figures (5.7) to (5.10).
From the streamlines plots we can observe circulation in the troughs. This has been
explained by Sajjadi (private communications) as follows. When turbulence is strong
enough, the wave-induced Reynolds stresses and the production of turbulence by wave-
induced shear flow become much larger than the wind-induced Reynolds stresses and the
production of turbulence by mean shear. Hence there will be an energy cascade from mean
kinetic energy of turbulence above the surface and the wave-induced kinetic energy is then
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distributed to wave-induced shear stress. From the equations for secondary motion of the
second kind1 (see Prandtl 1956), namely,
U « AU M  U ¤U I U LB s > H p u ( sa47H p uDCE F)G HI GKJ U ¤U L ¤ ( U ¤U I ¤7L Z 4=H > HÖ\E FG HIMI (5.14)
where
« A  U Z > \U I ( U Z 4æ\U L
is the vertical component of the wave-induced vorticity, we can see that the second deriva-
tives of the normal stresses (I) exactly balances the shear stress (II) up to Ïv+â³  ÝC/ . However
to Ï+³e¤  / , the contribution from normal stresses is larger than the shear stress contribu-
tion. Thus near the surface Sajjadi, Hunt and Wong (1999) showed that
« AON =M > HPÄ ¤ P ³T¤  ,+ ¸J+Q  I/LRQÆ (5.15)
where > HP is an r.m.s. velocity, Ä P is an integral length scale of turbulence, and  is a
parameter depending on the turbulence spectrum. Equation (5.15) shows that « A is an even
function of

and the factor @+ ¸J+âQ  I/ indicates that the vorticity near the surface changes
sign for every quarter of a wavelength of the surface. Here the coefficient  is positive,
and this implies that the secondary flows are driven up onto the troughs and crest and then
towards each other along the surface.
1The secondary motion of the second kind are those that are driven by the gradients of the Reynolds
stresses.
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Figure 5.7 Velocity vectors, FDE, 
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Figure 5.8 Vorticity, FDE, 
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Figure 5.9 Streamlines, FDE, 
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Figure 5.10 Velocity vectors, RK, 
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Figure 5.11 Vorticity, RK, 
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Figure 5.12 Streamlines, RK, 
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Figures (5.13) to (5.17) are visualizations of velocity vectors, vorticity, and stream
function, from the finite difference and superposition schemes repsectively, for   #
m/s. The vortices above the crests can be observed as in the previous case of  
m/s, but no significant recirculation can be observed in the troughs.
Figures (5.18) to (5.23) present the vizualization of velocity vector, vorticity, and
stream function for finite difference scheme and the superposition scheme repectively forÓ m/s. It can be seen from these figures that the air flow follows the streamwise
curvature along the surface and the streamlines tend to be more and more parallel to the
wave surface near the surface. A layer of vortices between the main air flow and the inter-
face is absent, this is a significant qualitative difference between the low velocity and high
velocity flows. At high velocities, the upward vortices eventually shed from the surface,
while at low velocities, the vorticity is not strong enough for vortex shedding to take place.
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Figure 5.13 Velocity vectors, FDE, ' #
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Figure 5.14 Vorticity, FDE, ! #
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Figure 5.15 Streamlines, FDE, ! #
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Figure 5.16 Velocity vectors, RK, ' #
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Figure 5.17 Streamlines, RK, ! #
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Figure 5.18 Velocity vectors, FDE, %
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Figure 5.19 Vorticity, FDE, 
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Figure 5.20 Streamlines, FDE, 
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Figure 5.21 Velocity vectors, RK, %
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Figure 5.22 Vorticity, RK, 
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Figure 5.23 Streamlines, RK, 
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The equations modeling the turbulent flow over a monochromatic water wave, as de-
rived by Sajjadi (see section 2), were solved using a finite difference scheme with second
order accuracy. The flow was assumed steady, except for the movement of the wave, with
turbulent fluctuations. The flow was also assumed two dimensional, and the equations
were phase averaged in the - direction. Further the water surface was assumed to be a
simple sinusoidal wave. The equations were solved to obtain a stream function which was
compared with a solution obtained by a superposition scheme by Scott and Watts (1977).
The solutions from the two schemes agree on the real part but differ in the imaginary part.
To explain this difference and to test the finite difference scheme, two test cases were
developed. For the first test case, a function with similar shape to that of the solution
was used which was chosen to be a sinusoidal function modulated with an exponentially
decaying function. The period for the sinusoidal function was made dependant on the
characteristic velocity so that the oscillations mimic the solution. However the boundary
conditions were specified by the function itself which were obtained by evaluating the
function at the boundary. Now from the function the right hand side of the original equa-
tion was evaluated at each grid point and used in the solver. Since, the solver returned
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the function we started with, it was found that the solver worked correctly and was free of
programming or numerical errors.
In the second test case, an equation similar to the original equation with similar bound-
ary conditions was solved using the solver. This equation was different from the original
equation in that it had constant coefficients for the derivatives. The solutions for the equa-
tion were obtained analytically. Since, this equation was homogeneous and the boundary
conditions on the imaginary part are zero on both boundaries, any multiple of the solution
was also a solution of the equation. The test case was similar in this respect to the origi-
nal equation. The finite difference solver returned the analytical solution that agrees with
the real part, but it differed in the imaginary part for which it returned a trivial solution.
This existence of null space has been attributed as the reason for the difference in the two
solutions.
The velocity vectors and vorticity are calculated from the stream function and visual-
ized using OpenDx. For relatively high velocities such as ¶c±DR # m/s vortices were
observed. The vorticity patterns were as described by Lighthill (1962) in his physical de-
scription of Miles (1957) mathematical theory. The wind turns over the crest forming a
vortex. Vortices were also observed in the trough and the direction was observed to be in
the opposite direction to that of the vortices on the crest. This change in sign of the vortices
was mathematically shown by Sajjadi, Hunt, and Wong (1999) (equation (5.15)). For high
velocities a layer of vortices was seen between the main air flow and the interface, which
were absent in the relatively lower velocity flows.
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